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FROM THE OWNER
In honor of Valentine’s Day, February
14th, here’s a gratuitous wedding
photo. Taken nearly a quartercentury ago, that’s me and Dani at
the G.W. Marriott in DC. She fusses
at me when I introduce her to people
as my “first wife” – but hey, it’s true!
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VIRGINIA SPOTLIGHT
288 years ago this February 22nd George Washington was born in Pope’s Creek Virginia.
A few years later, in 1738, the family moved to Ferry Farm in our own back yard. When
George’s dad died in 1743, George inherited Ferry Farm. You may have heard that he
went on to serve as the first President of the United States. On Monday, February 17th, Ferry
Farm will be hosting special events in honor of its most famous former resident. For details,
call ‘em at (540) 370-0732 or check out the website at gwffoundation.org.

Chow Time
with Dave

Tip of the Month

ARCTIC BLAST WAKE-UP CALL:
WINTERIZE YOUR VEHICLE NOW
The recent record cold weather in a large part of the country should be a wake-up call to motorists who have not
yet winterized their vehicles, warns the Car Care Council.
“Freezing cold temperatures can stress out a vehicle, as
well as its driver,” said Rich White, executive director, Car
Care Council. “The recent record low temperatures are
a harsh reminder to be car care aware. Motorists should
invest a little time now to check their vehicles so they have
one less worry when arctic temperatures strike again.”

Stewed Beef

This is a super easy throw-together recipe, but it’s surprisingly good. It takes three hours, but all of it’s in
the oven; the prep takes about two minutes – not exaggerating.

You’ll Need:
• A couple of pounds of cubed beef, like
the prepackaged “stew meat” they sell
• 1 envelope Lipton Onion Soup mix

• 1 envelope brown gravy mix
• 1 can cream of mushroom soup
• 1 C ginger ale

Spread the beef chunks in an even layer in one of those 9” X 13” glass baking dishes every home in America
has. Mix the other ingredients up in a bowl, then pour the resulting mélange over the meat. Using heavy-duty
aluminum foil, tightly seal the baking dish, then pop her into a 300-degree oven for three hours. Do not check
on it! Leave it sealed for the entire time. Serve with mashed potatoes, egg noodles or rice. Enjoy!

*Cannot combine with any other offers. One time use only.
Limited time only.

Second Opinion
Are you looking for a second opinion
on a repair? Let us do it for FREE!
*Cannot combine with any other offers. Limited time only.

Winter magnifies existing problems such as pings, hard starts, sluggish performance or rough idling, so if you’re
due for a tune-up, have it done before the temperatures drop again. Also, clean, flush and put new antifreeze
in the cooling system and have the exhaust system checked for carbon monoxide leaks, which can be especially
dangerous during cold weather driving when windows are closed.

Keep the gas tank at least half full at all times to decrease the chances of moisture forming in the gas lines and
possibly freezing. Lastly, stock an emergency kit with an ice scraper and snowbrush, jumper cables, flashlight,
flares, blanket, extra clothes, candles/matches, bottled water, dry food snacks and needed medication.
Find more car care tips like this at: www.carcare.org/car-care-tips

Exclusive Discounts for Our Current Customers!

$25 OFF

Have the brakes inspected and check the tire tread depth and tire pressure. If snow and ice are a problem in your
area, consider special tires designed to grip slick roads. During winter, tire pressure should be checked weekly.

Also check to see that heaters, defrosters, lights and wipers work properly. Consider winter wiper blades and use
cold weather washer fluid. Wiper blades that are cracked or torn, or that chatter, streak and don’t properly clean
your windshield should be changed.

One of the people that I always think of in February is one of my heroes
- my Dad, who was born on the last day of this month in 1928. An
interesting fact about 1928 is that it was a leap year, so the last day of the
month was the 29th. As a result, my dad and I had had the same number
of birthdays in 1972 – eleven to be exact. After April 4th of that year, I
insisted that I should be the one in charge, since I was older than he was.
Didn’t work…
The picture is from ’96; that’s my Mom and Dad on either side of Dani and
me.

FREE

Be diligent about changing the oil and filter at
recommended intervals. Dirty oil can spell trouble in
winter. Consider changing to “winter weight” oil if you live in a cold climate. Check the fuel, air and transmission
filters at the same time.

For good visibility, make sure that exterior and interior lights work and headlights are properly aimed.

Blast from the Past

Any Repair or
Maintenance Service
of $100 or More

Very cold temperatures reduce a vehicle’s battery power
so it’s important to keep the connections clean, tight and
corrosion-free. Batteries don’t always give warning signs
before they fail completely, so if the vehicle’s battery is
more than three years old, it’s wise to replace it.

Check Engine Scan

FREE
Review for Trouble
codes Only
*Additional diagnostics & cost may apply.
Cannot combine offers. Limited time only.
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